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INSPIRed 4

Vocabulary EXTRA! Extension

Unit 1

Unit 2

1 Complete the table with these words.

1 Choose the correct preposition.

aspirin appendicitis bandage broken arm
cut eye drops eye strain headache
operation sling sprain stitches
Health problems

Treatments

aspirin

1

Do you know anything about the Impressionists? I’ve
never heard in / at / of them.

2

J.K. Rowling is working with / on / for a new novel.

3

I dreamt on / about / by Stephen last night. I wonder
what that means.

4

Michelle blamed me in / to / for being late for school. It
was really unfair.

5

I read to / about / for an exhibit of Dalí paintings
yesterday. I really want to see it.

6

I’m absolutely terrified of / by / in spiders. I really hate
them.

7

My aunt has made a lot of money on / to / from her
pizzerias.

8

My brother sold his first painting last week. I’m really
proud with / by / of him.

Now complete the sentences with some of the words.
1

My eyes are really sore. Do you have
any
eye drops ?

2

A: Why are you wearing a      
B: I sprained my wrist playing tennis.

2 Add the suffix -ment to these verbs to make nouns,
?

3

The cut was so bad that she needed
twenty       .

4

My sister’s in the hospital having an      
for appendicitis.

5

A: I have such a headache.
B: Here, take an      

6

.

A: Why have you got a      
on your arm?
B: A dog bit me and I had to go to the hospital.

2 Write the nouns and adjectives. Use your dictionary to
check the spelling of the words.
Noun
1

Adjective

helpful

help		

2

safe

3

long

4

hunger		



5

stupid

6

high

7

cloud		

8

sleep		

and complete the sentences.

agree develop disagree employ
entertain require replace state
1

The opening of the new car factory is good news
for employment in the city.

2

Knowing a foreign language is a     
many jobs.

3

The     
important.

4

A lot of money is spent on the     
equipment.

5

We need your parents’     
allow you to go on a school trip.

6

The school principal wrote a     
her decision.

7

Movies are my favorite form of     

8

There was a lot of     
the new sports center.

for

of new technology is very
of old

before we can
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